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Abstract: The Annals of the Pauline Monastery Unterranna in Codex XI. 533 of the Monastic Library of St Florian
This paper deals with a manuscript (Codex XI. 533) that was recently „rediscovered“ in the library of the monastery of St. Florian. The codex contains annals of the Pauline monastery of Unterranna from 1663–1678. The content of these annals is very diverse and includes both the events of the respective years as well as various other materials, for example visitation protocols, indulgence letters and foundation lists. The manuscript probably originated during the course of the attempts by Benedict Leipolt (prior of the monastery at the time) to initiate pilgrimages, hence the manuscript is of particular importance on this subject. This paper contains a general introduction to the Pauline order in Austria, deals with the early modern history of the Pauline monastery of Unterranna and describes external and, briefly, internal features of the manuscript.
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